
Deco Jewellery Collection
Art Nuvo Buderim



Amie goes Gatsby
Drawn by Aaron Favaloro....



Amie Eberhardt is a Sunshine Coast artist who is a true designer at heart.  Having found her passion with sourcing natural quality stones and 
a flair for the intricate hand wiring of each piece of Jewellery the final result of this collection is a nod to all things GATSBY which brings to 
mind a bygone era that represented luxury, glamour, exuberance - all that has been captured in this collection.  Enjoy..... 



The Myrtle Wilson Collection - Artwork by Alicia Cowie 
Butter Jade with Black Agate Rings, Red Howlite & Sterling Silver Necklace  - $380 inc gst



TOP - Large Red Howlite & Black Agate Ovals on a Single Ban Cuff - $60 inc gst
LEFT - Sterling Silver long drops with Red Howlite Round Earrings - $90 inc gst
RIGHT -Black Agate rings, with red howlite, Black Agate balls & Sterling Silver Bracelet - $250 inc gst (SOLD)



Black Agate & Black Crystal Cuff with Crystal Magnetic Clasp - $240 inc gst



The Jordan Baker Collection - Artwork by Alicia Cowie 



Black Agate, Black Crystal, Black Nickel Leaf Bell Caps and Magnetic Clasp Neck Piece - $290 inc gst



Sterling Silver long hooks with Black Agate faceted drops with faceted Black Agate balls earrings - $150 inc gst
Sterling Silver short hooks with flat faceted Black Agate & Crystal earrings - $70 inc gst



Multi strand, hand strung & wired Malachite with Black Agate, synthetic lapis & brass findings - $380 inc gst



TOP: Synthetic Lapis with genuine Malachite with Black Agate, Entirely hand wired on 18ct gold plated S/Silver hook earrings - $190 inc gst
BOTTOM: Malachite, Brass beads, synthetic lapis, black agate ovals with magnetic clasp bracelet - $110 inc gst
RIGHT: Extra fine Black Crystals with Long Black Agate pieces with a black nickel magnetic clasp - $150 inc gst



Multi strand hand strung Sand Pearls with Genuine coral faceted beads, filigree oval with hand wired freshwater pearl 
feature - $495 inc gst / Silver plated filigree ovals with hand wired freshwater pearls on Sterling Siver hooks - $190 (SOLD) / 
Silver plated Filigree ovals, hand wired with Freshwater Pearls & magnetic clasp bracelet - $250 inc gst



The Daisy Buchanan Collection - artwork by Alicia Cowie
Imitation Coral, extra large beads with Freshwater Pearls and copper findings bracelet - $130 inc gst



Brass Antique style chain with Citrine Nuggets - Extra long necklace - $190 (SOLD)
Brass Filigree cuff with entirely hand wired citrine nuggets, magnetic clasp bracelet - $290 (SOLD)
Citrine, filigree rectangle with Citrine drops - hand wired, brass bead feature - earrings - $160 inc gst



Extra fine clear crystal beads with Black Agate, Black Crystal extra long - $160 (SOLD)
Crystal clear earrings with sterling silver hooks - $70 inc gst



Extra large cut crystal quartz with Sterling Silver - $320 inc gst
Large clear crystals single strand bracelets - $65 each (3 in stock)





Lemon Quartz, Blue Quartz, Tormaline & Sterling Silver Full Piece Necklace - $425 inc gst
Lemon Quartz, Blue Quartz, Tormaline & Sterling Silver Earrings - $250 inc gst



Design inspiration....
RIGHT - Sterling Silver Disco Chain with Lemon Quartz, Blue Quartz, Tormaline with Sterling Silver - $220 inc gst



www.artnuvobuderim.com.au
25 Gloucester Road
BUDERIM Q 4556

P: 5456 2445


